Volunteer Delivery Models
2020-2021

Virtual Recorded Video
- Record a 5 minute or less short video highlighting and recapping session content as a subject matter expert.
  - JA staff members will share sample prompts for you to answer in your recorded video
  - Teachers share videos with students later

Virtual Remote "Beam In"
- Join a classroom live for a 15-minute session to share your background, lead a discussion with students related to a session topic, and serve as a subject matter expert to share information relevant to the topic.
  - Hosted by the school or JA on a video platform

Virtual Remote Full Program
- Deliver an entire JA program with educator support.
  - Two formats:
    - One-day, one-session
    - Multi-visit leading 4-5 sessions

JA provides everything you need!
Training specialized to your volunteer delivery method
Materials to engage with students virtually
Tips and encouragement on student engagement
Ready to volunteer?
Visit janfl.org
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